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HE’S BACK — but can he stay?
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Though Minnesota laid claim to the famous Dan Patch, it has never
had a permanent venue for his sport — harness racing. Until now.

Ready to run
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North
St. Paul
soldier
is killed
21-year-old shot while
standing guard in Iraq
By Elizabeth Mohr
emohr@pioneerpress.com
A young Minnesota soldier wrote a
letter to his mother telling her he
stood ready to make a sacrifice so
that others might
live free.
On
Wednesday,
just three months
after being deployed
to Iraq, he made that
sacrifice.
Army Spc. GregoSpc. Gregory ry B. Rundell, a
21-year-old North
B. Rundell
St. Paul native, was
killed by hostile fire Wednesday
while stationed at a U.S. military base
north of Baghdad.
Rundell’s family gathered Thursday night at a National Guard armory
in St. Paul to announce his death. His
mother, Joanne Richardson, spoke
first, reading aloud the letter her son
had written.
“I don’t want tears of loss,” Rundell
SOLDIER KILLED, 5A >

Death confirmed: Kidnapped
Minnesotan identified. Page 2A
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Justin Anfinson works out Rusty Russ with his uncle Ron Banks on Thursday at the Cannon Valley Fairgrounds in Cannon Falls, Minn.
Banks, president of Minnesota Harness Racing Inc., says Running Aces Harness Park could boost the state’s harness racing industry.

Iraq update: Government assault
stalls; Bush confident. Page 4A

By Brady Gervais
bgervais@pioneerpress.com
Greg Budach is up by 5 a.m. most days, jogging
his prized horses up and down a gravel road.
Even in the cold of winter, he can be seen riding behind his powerful standardbreds on the
country roads outside Janesville, Minn. It’s his
passion. It’s also his business.
Budach is getting his horses in shape for racing season. And for the first time, his sport has
a home in Minnesota.
On April 11, Running Aces Harness Park in
the city of Columbus will open for live racing.
On Saturday, Budach and other horse owners
will see if their hard work has paid off. They will
take part in the track’s first qualifying runs,
which determine who can race at the park on a
regular basis.
“Right now, it’s kind of crunch time,” said
Budach, 47.
Minnesota has a storied past in harness racing.
READY TO RUN, 6A >
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Hey, Wi-Fi
fans, let’s go
surfin’ now
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Trevor O’Day prepares the track Thursday at Running Aces Harness Park, which opens
Saturday with a qualifying race. It will be Minnesota’s first permanent venue for harness
racing. For more photos, see twincities.com.

Tale of two bridges: same
problem, a big difference
St. Cloud span unlikely to shed much
light on what caused the 35W disaster

When a wild turkey takes to attacking neighbors in
White Bear Lake, it’s time to get rid of it. But how?

When good turkeys go bad
By Alex Friedrich
afriedrich@pioneerpress.com

By Jason Hoppin
jhoppin@pioneerpress.com
Investigators are taking a
close look at the warped gussets on the closed DeSoto
Bridge to see what they can
learn about the fallen Interstate 35W span — but what
they find in St. Cloud may be
quite different from what they
found after the Minneapolis
bridge’s collapse.
While the bridges appear
similar — both are deck trusses with steel beams connected
at gusset plates — there is an

Say what? NTSB leaves
MnDOT baffled. Page 5A
important difference between
them that raises questions
about how valuable that information could be.
The I-35W bridge was built
as a continuous truss, meaning stress was distributed
throughout the structure. The
DeSoto Bridge was not: Its
two sides are cantilevered
over the Mississippi River,
BRIDGE INVESTIGATION, 5A >
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Wild turkeys have taken up
residence near a White Bear
Lake town house complex.

Check it out @ twincities.com
CONTACT US
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Subscriber service 651-717-7377

When the flock of turkeys arrived last fall at
White Bear Lake’s Park Avenue Apartments, they
came as good neighbors.
They were polite. They were sociable. They
didn’t even mind being petted.
But then one turned bad.
It has been attacking residents, the apartment
manager says — knocking down a man, chasing
children, scratching and denting cars.
Residents say they’re frightened for their children and frustrated by state and local agencies
that won’t remove the bird — but won’t let them
kill it themselves.
“Things are way out of hand,” said Pete Wright,
GOOD TURKEYS GO BAD, 5A >
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Much-heralded
Minneapolis network
lives up to its billing
The Internet everywhere: It’s the
dream of Web power users who need
to be online all the time for work, not
to mention Net addicts who get the
shakes if they can’t check e-mail and
Twitter every few minutes.
I’m in the latter category. So I’m
pumped about a local Wi-Fi network
that covers an entire city, not just a
cafe or hotel, with speeds that often
surpass that of cellular data networks. And that’s even if the Wi-Fi
network doesn’t blanket my city —
St. Paul — but Minneapolis.
I was curious how well that network, sponsored by the city of Minneapolis and nearing completion by
private firm US Internet, would work
for me. So I hopped on a bus Thursday and spent most of a workday in
downtown Minneapolis. My goal: Use
the wireless service nonstop, on a
laptop when stationary and with a
Wi-Fi-enabled handheld device when
walking around.
The much-ballyhooed Minneapolis
network has been cited as one of the
JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA, 3A >

Success story: How US Internet
got the job done. Page 1C

It’s not too early: See our guide to
summer camps for kids.
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> Bridge
investigation
with a center span suspended
by large steel pins.
“The
main
difference
between the two bridges are
the articulation of the bridge
… how the forces are transferred
throughout
the
bridge,” said Abolhassan
Astaneh-asl, a structural engineer at the University of California-Berkeley who has studied both Mississippi River
bridges. “The bridge is, in a
way, totally different from
35W.”
The bent plates on the St.
Cloud structure are near the
center of the bridge and were
under an unusual amount of
stress because they hold in
place the steel beams that support the suspension span.
Those plates were designed
properly, according to the Minnesota Department of Transportation. Yet their structural
role is different from the toothin I-35W gussets singled out
in the National Transportation
Safety Board investigation of
the Aug. 1 collapse.
While problematic gussets in
both bridges have the same
designation — L11 — it’s likely

DeSoto and I-35W bridge differences

The I-35W bridge was built as a continuous truss, distributing
stress throughout the structure. The DeSoto Bridge was built with
crews lifting a center span into place and securing it to portions
already built out.

DeSoto Bridge (Minnesota 23, St. Cloud)
The warped L11 connections are
under stress because they hold in
place the beams that support the
suspended span connected at
section 12 with large pins.

U11

U12

6.5-inch
diameter pin

Suspended span
Cantilever span

L11

Anchor span

Hanger

L12

Mississippi River

729 ft.

Interstate 35W bridge (Minneapolis)
Three-span continuous trusses

Mississippi River

988 ft.
Note: Span lengths have been rounded to nearest foot; diagrams not to scale.
Source: Pioneer Press research; MnDOT

nothing more than a coincidence. The L11 plates on the
DeSoto Bridge, which bear an
almost imperceptible warp,
served a critical role.
“L11 is one of the most impor-
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tant compression points on
this bridge,” Astaneh-asl said
of the St. Cloud structure,
which was closed March 20
after the damaged gussets
were found.

Because of its cantilever
design, the DeSoto Bridge is
different in another important
way. Because the I-35W’s truss
was continuous, the bridge
rested on large rollers to allow
for expansion and contraction
during hot and cold cycles. The
DeSoto Bridge bearings were
fixed, which may help explain
cracking and crumbling concrete visible on the underside
of the east span of the bridge.
In fact, one concrete repair is
etched with the date September 2007 — one month after
MnDOT inspectors visited the
bridge following the I-35W collapse.
MnDOT has ordered the St.
Cloud bridge closed, and engineers are studying whether
the gussets can be repaired or
whether the bridge should be
replaced. A decision is expected in early April.
The I-35W bridge collapsed
into the Mississippi during the
evening rush hour, killing 13
people and injuring 145.
But the fact that the DeSoto
Bridge gussets gave way does
raise questions about the
1950s design of the bridge,
which was done by the same
firm that designed the 1960sera I-35W span. MnDOT has
no plans to investigate the
DeSoto warping, and a
spokeswoman said the agency
will probably never know
what happened.

MNDOT BAFFLED BY NTSB
In explaining their opposition to a
public hearing into the collapse of the
Interstate 35W bridge, federal
investigators said they feared the
Minnesota Department of
Transportation would stop
cooperating.
On Thursday, acting MnDOT
Commissioner Bob McFarlin said he
had no idea where the National

Transportation Safety Board got such
an idea.
“We have never suggested to the
NTSB, under any circumstances, that
we would not cooperate,” McFarlin
said.
He plans to talk with NTSB officials
today.
In documents released Wednesday
about the NTSB’s debate on a public
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> Good turkeys go bad
the maintenance man.
In October, seven turkeys
emerged from the woods to
the south of the 127-unit townhouse complex on Park Street
and began roosting in nearby
trees.
They seemed harmless.
But it’s mating season now,
and a male turkey has turned
aggressive.
It usually starts chasing people in the afternoon, when children come home from school,
residents say.
It even prompted 23-year-old
Shanan Ross to lock herself in
the laundry room as it pecked
repeatedly at the window. She
ended up calling police.
The turkeys “are driving me
nuts,” she said. She said she’s
especially afraid for her 2year-old daughter and other
children in the complex.
Being big seems no guarantee of safety, either.
Wright, who stands 6 feet 3
inches tall and weighs 250
pounds, said the bird tackled
him last week.
As Wright, 52, described it,
he was at the mailbox when
the turkey came by. The bird
fluffed up its feathers, acting
irritated. Wright turned and
walked away.
The turkey charged. It
pounced on Wright’s lower leg
and knocked him facedown.
Then the bird was all over
him, pecking Wright and bashing him with his wings.
“Those wings hurt,” he said.
Wright reached around and
whacked the bird, knocking it
back a few feet. He made it to
his car — turkey in hot pursuit — and drove away.
Wright now carries a 4-foot
pole to keep the bird at bay —
but it keeps coming back. He
once bumped it with his car —
but it waddled away unfazed.
Staying clear of the darn
thing is tough, residents said.
It has flown over fences and
onto balconies and cars.
Bryan Lueth, a state wildlife

supervisor, wondered how
much damage a 20-pound bird
could really do.
But he conceded a hyperdominant male during mating
season can be an ornery thing.
“The increasing day length is
getting their hormones fired
up,” he said. “One turkey is
dominant. He starts to identify
people as turkeys, assigns
them a ranking — and acts
toward them according to their
ranking.”
(Don’t take it personally,
Pete.)
In any case, what’s to be
done?
Move it?
Lueth said it’s unwise to
transport unknown birds into
the wild, where they could
introduce disease or the
wrong genes.
Kill it?
Perhaps. But using a gun or

hearing, agency staffers expressed
concerns MnDOT would stop
cooperating with federal investigators
and release its own findings if the
NTSB held a hearing.
The documents said it took
“significant negotiations” to stop that
from happening.
— Jason Hoppin

bow is illegal in the city.
Apartment manager Kelly
Wright has received a permit
to net the bird and kill it
humanely, or take it to the
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources.
But that job seems too tough
for amateurs such as her and
her husband, she said.
Besides, her husband said, “I
don’t want to be seen beating
up a turkey.”
They want the DNR to handle the job.
But Lueth said the DNR is
understaffed. He said asking
the DNR to get rid of the
turkeys “is like having termites and asking the Department of Agriculture to take
care of them.”
He suggested that the complex’s owner hire a pest-control agency.
Meanwhile, White Bear Lake
Police Capt. Randy Johnson
called the matter “a perplexing
problem.”
Police have weapons, he said,
but aren’t experts in dealing

with animals.
“I’d need to consult with the
DNR to see what options we
have,” he said.
Alex Friedrich can be reached at
651-228-2109.
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Josh Richardson, of Luck,
Wis., and Lisa
Beeman, of
Woodbury, both
cousins of Army
Spc. Gregory
Rundell, listen as
Joanne Richardson announces
the news of her
21-year-old son’s
death in Iraq. “I
know this is
what he wanted
to do,” Beeman
said Thursday.
“But he’s just so
young. He’s just
so young.”
PIONEER PRESS: BEN GARVIN
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> Soldier
killed
had written to his mother,
“but tears of happiness for
what I was able to do.”
Richardson described her
son as “a gentle spirit” with a
great sense of humor and a
knack for drawing.
“Greg was a good kid,” she
said, with more than a dozen
family members lined up
behind her. “I stand tall and
brave because my son stood
tall and brave.”
Rundell graduated from
North St. Paul High School in
2004. He joined the Army in
2005 and was deployed to Iraq
last December for an expected one-year tour of duty as a
member of a Stryker
armored vehicle unit.
He was in a tower when he
was hit by small-arms fire
from a sniper, his family said.
The Department of Defense
had not officially announced
his death as of Thursday
night.
Rundell is the 60th Minnesota member of the military to die in Iraq since the
war began five years ago.
When her son announced
he was joining the Army,
Richardson said, “it broke my
heart.”
But Rundell had a goal. He
had his sights on becoming a
police officer because he
wanted to help people, his
mother said. He believed his
experience in Iraq would only

make him a better cop.
“I think Greg was well
aware of what he was doing,”
Richardson said, adding that
several family members are
military personnel, including
Rundell’s two brothers. “He
just wanted us to be proud.”
Kyle Richardson, Rundell’s
older brother, was deployed
to Iraq a few years ago with
the Minnesota National
Guard and had warned his
younger brother of the dangers.
“I told him what to expect,”
Kyle Richardson said Thursday during the family’s
announcement at the Maryland Avenue armory. “Trust
your gut. If something doesn’t
feel right, it’s not right. I told
him just to come back alive
and keep his head low.”
But knowing what he was
up against and what might
happen didn’t deter Rundell.
“He believed in a cause that
was greater than his own,”
Kyle Richardson said.
Despite the family’s military experience, there is no
easing the pain of losing one
of their own.
“I lost a good friend over
there, and that was hard,”
Kyle Richardson said. “Now
I’ve lost a brother, and I can’t
even describe it. There’s sadness all around.”
A memorial fund has been
established for Rundell.
Donations can be made at
any Twin Cities Postal Credit
Union location.
The family plans to hold a
public funeral and wake but
has not finalized arrangements.

